
1990
1st major 
European

meeting of the 
AEJeST network

After 10 years and 
several other

international meetings, 
the AEJeST was created

at Lesneven.



30 years ago was organized a historic 

international meeting in Brittany.



- Organizers of these meetings were the FILC (International Federation of Celtic
Wrestling), the Fédération of Gouren, the Cultural Centre EGIN of Carhaix and 
the Cultural Institute of Brittany.



Three main events were proposed

A - One week international seminar on the future of Traditional
Sports and Games (at the Ti Ar Gouren training center). A book
was published following this seminar. The work mainly resulted in
two actions through the drafting of a motion which was sent to all
MEPs (translated into 8 languages of the European Union). This
motion was signed by 29 organizations from 12 participating
European countries or regions.

- The first point called for the adoption of a framework law TSG on
the basis of their social and cultural role (see the PDF on the
history of actions with the European Parliament).

- The second point called for the creation of a European JST
Bureau (A European Platform).

- A one-week international seminar on the future of Traditional Sports and Games
-An international course in traditional wrestling and an international tournament.
-An international festival of traditional sports and games



Seminar at the 
Training Centre 
« Ti Ar Gouren » 
Participants: Jørn Moller, 
Jens Lykke, Henning 
Eichberg (DK), Thorstein
Einarsson (ISL), Jean 
Jacques Barreau, Guy 
Jaouen (BZH), Roger 
Holmes (UK), Paul Durand 
(FR), Klaas Jensma (NL), 
Pierino Daudry (IT), Erik 
De Vroede (B), William 
Baxter (SCO), Padraig
O’Sabhain (IRL), Ioan 
Williams (WAL), Marie 
Armelle Barbier, Jean 
Pierre Jaouen, Anne Tual 
(BZH), 
But also other known
persons : Hein Comeyne, 
Yves Le Clec’h, Jean 
Claude Daudry (IT), 
Nolwenn Evenou,



MISSION THAT COULD FILL THE EUROPEAN BUREAU FOR 

TRADITIONAL AND POPULAR GAMES AND RECREATIONS

- Inventory of games in relation with the FIDEPS of the UNESCO, confederations and 

federations, networks. 

- Setting up of a collecting network (material, old stories, old customs, etc.) 

- Publications, or help to publications, of the works of inventory and collecting 

- Creation of a various information centre (upward and downward) and diffusion of this 

information by, in addition of the modern ways (electronic or postal mail), a newsletter. 

- Creation of a Web site, with realisation of a photographic and video libraries 

particularly to support the actions of the cultural tourism 

- Creation of a dynamic for the scientific research, for the organisation of international 

events and inter-cultural meetings, for the organisation of exhibitions, and for social 

experimentation’s with the support of the traditional games and recreations topic. 

- Support to create, with other bodies, national policies integrating the traditional 

games in the school programs (knowledge of the culture and history, promotion of the 

inter-cultural dialogue by the common heritage, enhancement of the cultural diversity, 

etc.) 

- Creation of a CHARTER for the traditional games organisations 

- Support for educational publications, books, videos integrating results of the 

research works for their application

- Support to confederations for actions to safeguard European heritage 



- B - International 
course of 
traditional 
wrestling (of one 

week), with the 
participation of about 
fifty athletes, including 
34 foreigners from 8 
countries, 

+ an international 
tournament of 
trad. wrestling.



International course of traditional wrestling. About 50 participants: 

Icelandic, Scottish, English, Swedish, Danish, Dutch, Irish, Breton, and a 

Flemish, + 18 participants for the European seminar. Meeting subsidized by 
the Council of Europe and the Brittany region.



-International festival of 

traditional sports and 

games organized at Carhaix, 

with the participation of 29 

delegations. 

- 500 animators for 35 

different games 
- 5000 visitors to the festival



Festivals 

of 

Brittany



Création de l’AEJeST

Suite à ce succès populaire, médiatique et aussi politique,
d’autres manifestations furent organisées (beaucoup en 
Bretagne) jusqu’à l’année 2001. C’est le 6ème C’hoarioù Breizh
qui, significativement, vit la création de l’AEJeST.

-1991 à Lesneven, près de 
Brest
-1992 à Carhaix, en Centre 
Bretagne
-1994 à Monterfil, près de 
Rennes
-1996 à Lesneven
-1998 à Lesneven
-1999 à Noyal Pontivy
-2000 à Plounéour Lanvern
-2001 à Lesneven

AG constitutive de l’AEJeST


